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Let I, denote the integral closure of an ideal I in a Noetherian ring A. Then it is 
shown that sup: I, the maximum number of elements which are (I”),-independent 
as n + co, exists and is equal to min(height (I@,)* + z)/z : P is a prime divisor of 
(I”), for all large n and z is a minimal prime ideal in the completion (A,)* of Ap). 
From this it follows that A is locally quasi-unmixed if and only if sup: I= height I 
for all ideals I in A. 
1. INTR~DUC~~N 
All rings in this paper are assumed to be commutative with identiy, and 
the terminology is generally the same as that in [7]. 
Let Z be a proper ideal in a Noetherian ring A and recall that elements 
x1 ,***, x, in Z are Z-independent in case every form F(X, ,...,X,,,) E 
A [X, ,..., X,] such that F(x, ,..., x,J = 0 has all its coefficients in I. (Thus for 
example, if A is a local ring with maximal ideal I’M, then x, ,..., x, in M are 
M-independent if and only if they are analytically independent. Also, in [ 151, 
Rees showed that if x1 ,..., x, are an A-sequence in a Noetherian ring A, then 
XI ,.**, x, are (xi ,..., x,)A-independent.) In [ 181, Valla introduced the 
notation sup Z for the maximum number of Z-independent elements and then 
showed that sup Z < height I. Now it is clear that sup Z > sup J if Z 2 J, so in 
[2], Bruns defined the asymptotic stability supm Z by supm Z = inf{sup I”; 
n > l), and therein he proved the following two very nice results [2, 
Theorem 2, Corollary 11: (1) sup”‘Z= min{height(Z(A.)* + z)/z; P is a 
prime divisor of Z” for all large n and z is a prime divisor of zero in the PA,- 
adic completion (Ap)* of A,}; and (2) a Noetherian ring A is locally 
unmixed if and only if supa’ Z = height Z for all ideals Z in A. (Here, locally 
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unmixed means that for all P E Spec A, all the prime divisors of zero in the 
PA,-adic completion of A, have the same depth (= dimension or co-rank).) 
In this paper, we supplement these two results of Bruns as follows. For a 
proper ideal Z in a Noetherian ring A, let sup: Z = inf{sup(Z”), ; n 2 1 }, 
where J, denotes the integral closure in A of an ideal J in A; that is, J, is the 
set of all x in A that satisfy an equation of the form x” + r,x”-’ + 
. . . + r,, = 0, where ri e J’. Then: (1) sup: Z = min(height(Z(A,)* + 2)/z; P is 
a prime divisor of (I”), for all large n and z is a minimal prime ideal in 
(Ap)*}, (2.12.2); and (2) a Noetherian ring A is locally quasi-unmixed if and 
only if sup: Z = height Z for all ideals Z in A, (3.7). (A is locally quasi- 
unmixed in case, for all P E Spec A, all the minimal prime ideals in the PA,- 
adic completion of A, have the same depth.) The proofs of these two results 
are patterned after Bruns’ proofs, but the proof of (2.12.2) is not nearly as 
crisp and direct as his proof of [2, Theorem 21. This is because.the integral 
closure of an ideal does not behave nicely in several regards, such as: its 
imbedded primary components need not be integrally closed; it frequently 
happens that Z,R* c (ZR*& (proper containment), where R* is the 
completion of a local ring R; and, Z,/J c (Z/J),, in general, Even so, the 
proof for the case of a semi-local ring L such that L/(Rad L) is analytically 
unramified is fairly straightforward, and then the general case follows from 
this by using some auxiliary results. 
Much of Section 2 is devoted to proving several peliminary results that are 
used to circumvent the bad behavior of I, mentioned above, and at least a 
couple of these are of some interest in themselves. 
Section 3 contains another characterization of supoo Z and of sup: Z, (3. l), 
and it also contains a few applications of (2.12.2) and (3. l), among which is 
the characterization of locally quasi-unmixed Noetherian rings mentioned 
above. 
Z-independence is an interesting generalization of analytical independence, 
and the results in [ 151, [2], and this paper show that Z-independent elements 
can be used to give rather nice characterizations of three important classes of 
Noetherian rings. Because of the widespread use and usefulness of 
analytically independent elements, it seems likely that other important uses 
of Z-independent elements will be found. Hopefully, the results in this paper 
will be of some use in any future work with such elements. 
2. INDEPENDENT ELEMENTS AND INTEGRALLY CLOSED IDEALS 
The main result in this section, (2.12), characterizes the maximum number 
of elements which are (Z’),-independent, where Z is a proper ideal in a 
Noetherian ring and n is large. To prove (2.12), several preliminary results 
are needed. The first of these gives a number of facts concerning I- 
independent elements. All of them are known and/or follow easily from the 
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definition, and most of them were used to some extent in [2]. But they will 
be used frequently enough in this paper to warrant their explicit statement. 
(In (2.1.8), reference is made to the Rees ring. By definition, the Rees ring 
,@@,I) of a ring A with respect to an ideal Z in A is the graded subring 
.1(A, z) = A [u, tx, )...) lx,,,] of A [t, u], where t is an indeterminate, u = l/t, 
and Z= (xi,..., x,)A.) 
(2.1) LEMMA. Let Z be an ideal in a ring A and let x, ,..., x, in I. Then 
the following statements hold: 
(2.1.1) Ifx, )...) x, are Z-independent and if Z E Z’, then they are Z’- 
independent, where I’ is an ideal in A. 
(2.1.2) Zf A is quasi-local with maximal ideal M and ifx, ,..., x, are Z- 
independent, then they are M-independent; that is, they are analytically 
independent in A. 
(2.1.3) If x ,,..., x, are Z-independent, then the elements in each 
nonempty subset of {x, ,..., xm} are Z-independent. 
(2.1.4) Zf x ,,..., x, are Z-independent, then x-j,, J$ ,..., 2; are Z- 
independent for all j > 1. 
(2.1.5) If I, = Z, I, ,..., Z, are ideals in A and if x, ,..., x, are Ii- 
independent for i = l,..., g, then x, ,..., x, are n Zi-independent. 
(2.1.6) Zf p: A -+ B is a ring homomorphism, if Z’ is an ideal in B such 
that q- ‘(I’) = Z, and tf I ,..., ~(x,,,) are II-independent, then x, ,..., x, are 
Z-independent. 
(2.1.7) Ifx, ,..., x, are Z-independent and tf B is a ring which is a jlat 
A-module such that ZB # B, then the images of x, ,..., x, under the natural 
homomorphism A + B are ZB-independent. 
(2.1.8) Let B=A[u,X, ,..., X,,,J (where u,X ,,..., X,,, are indeter- 
minates), let .5? = .%‘(A, (x, ,..., x,) A) be the Rees ring of A with respect to 
(x , ,..., x,) A, and let H = Ker JI where f is the natural homomorphism from 
B onto 5? (so f is the identity on A [u] and f (Xi) = tx, for i = l,..., m). Then 
x, ,..., x, are Z-independent if and only tf H c (u, I) B. 
Proof: Parts (2.1.1)-(2.1.6) follow immediately from the definition, and 
(2.1.7) also follows from the definition, since a B-relation of elements of A is 
a linear combination of A-relations of these elements. 
(2.1.8) Assume first that H & (u, Z) B. Then H and (u, Z) B are 
homogeneous ideals, since $9 and B are graded rings, so there exists a form 
FE H, & (u, Z) B, and it may clearly be assumed that F involves only 
X , ,..., X,. Then F(tx, ,..., tx,J = 0 in C’%J, so F(x ,,..,, x,) = 0, since F is 
homogeneous. Also, the coefficients of F are not all in Z, so x, ,..., x, are not 
Z-independent. 
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Conversely, if x1 ,..., x, are not Z-independent, then there exists a form 
F(X, ,..., X,) such that F(xi,..., x,) = 0 and some coefficient of F is not in I. 
Then clearly F & (u, Z) B and F(tx, ,..., tx,) = 0, so F E H, e (u, Z) B. 
Q.E.D. 
At this point we recall some definitions and make a couple of new ones. 
(2.2) DEFINITION. Let Z be a proper ideal in a Noetherian ring A. 
(2.2.1) Sup Z is the maximum number of elements in Z which are Z- 
independent. 
(2.2.2) Sup” Z = inf{sup I”; n 2 l}. 
(2.2.3) Sup,” Z = inf( sup(Z”), ; n >, 1 }. 
(2.2.4) ASS~ Z = (P E Spec A; P E Ass A/Z” for all large n}. 
(2.2.5) Ass? Z = {P E Spec A; P E Ass A/(Z”), for all large n}, 
(2.2.6) mAss A = {z; z is minimal in Ass A}. 
In regard to (2.2), since {supZ”},>i and {sup(Z”),}.,, are decreasing 
sequences of nonnegative integers, by (2.1.1), supW Z and sup: Z exist. And it 
also follows from (2.1.1) that supoo Z < sup: I, and that if .Z is an ideal in A 
such that I” c J c (I”), for some n > 1, then sup: Z= sup: .Z, since, for all 
m > 1, Zflm L J” c (Z’“),, and so (J”), = (Znm)a. Finally, it follows 
immediately from [ 1] and from [ 12, Theorem 2.51, respectively, that Assm Z 
and Ass: Z are well defined subsets of Spec A. (Actually, [ 12, Theorem 2.51 
only applies for ideals Z such that height Z > 1. If height Z = 0, then the proof 
of [ 12, Theorem 2.51 still shows that S = {P E Spec A; P is a prime divisor 
of (I”), for some n > 1) is a finite set, so in what follows this set S will be 
taken as Ass: Z when height Z = 0. This will cause no difficulty, since, for 
such I, sup: Z = 0 (since if P is a height zero prime divisor of I, then 
sup: Z < sup: IA, < height P = 0, by (2.1.7), (2.1.2) and [2, 
Proposition 1]), and this agrees with the value of sup: Z given by (2.12.2).) 
Lemma (2.3) gives a fact concerning the existence of (I”),-independent 
elements which will be useful in what follows. In (2.3), and the remainder of 
this paper, L* wiII always be used to denote the J-adic completion of a semi- 
local ring L, where J is the Jacobson radical of L. (In regard to the proof of 
(2.3), it should be noted that [2, Theorem l] is not applicable to the proof of 
sup: Z> m, since here we are restricting attention to only the minimal prime 
ideals in the rings (Lp)*.) 
(2.3) LEMMA. Let Z be an ideal in a Noetherian ring A, let S be afinite 
subset of Spec A such that I c P for all P E S, and let m = 
min{height(Z(A,)* + z)/z; P E S and z E mAss(Ap)*}. Then there exist 
Xl ,.**, x, in Z whose images under the natural homomorphism A -+ (Ap)*/z 
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are a subset of a system of parameters for all P E S and for all 
z E mAss(A,)*. Further, tf A/(&d A) is locally analytically unramified, tf n 
is a given positive integer, and if Ass A/(r), E S, then given any such 
XI >--., x, 9 the elements 2;) 2; ,..., .$ are (I”),-independent for all large j. 
Proof By the Principal Ideal Theorem and elementary prime avoidance 
arguments, there exist such X~ ,..., x,. Therefore, assume A/(Rad A) is locally 
analytically unramified, let n be a positive integer, and assume 
Ass A/(Z”), s S. Fix such elements x, ,..., x, and fix a prime divisor P of 
(I”), . Let R = A,, A4 = PR, and Q = qR, where q is a P-primary component 
of (I”), . Then Q is M-primary and the natural images of x, ,..., x, in R */z 
are a subset of a system of parameters in R */z for all z E mAss R *. 
Now (I’), c q implies that (I”R), = (I’), R G Q, so Rad R s Q. Let 
W= Rad R, W* = Rad R*, M* = MR*, and Q* = QR*. Then R/W is 
analytically unramilied, since A/(Rad A) is locally analytically unramified, 
so it follows that WR* = W*, hence WY: G Q*. Also, for each ideal K in R*, 
W* 5 K, and K,/ w* = (K/w ), , since W* consists of nilpotent elements. 
Therefore W* s (M*k), and (M*k),/V = ((A4*/W)k), . Further, since 
R*/V is analytically unramilied, ((M*/W)&), c Q*/w* for all large k, by 
[ 17, Lemma 3 1. Therefore it follows that (M*k)a c Q* for all large k. Then, 
by [2, Proposition 41 and the choice of the x,,, the images of x’, ,di ,..., a$ in 
R*/z are (M*k + z)/z-independent for all large j and for all z E mAss R*. 
Fix such a j and let K be the ideal generated in R* by the images of the 2; in 
R*. Let B = R* [u, X, ,..., X,], where U, X, ,..., X, are indeterminates, let 
H = KerA where f is the natural homomorphism from B onto 
.H = .R(R*, K), and for z E mAss R* let H, = Ker f,, wheref, is the natural 
homomorphism on B/zB onto .Y(R*/z, (K + z)/z). Then HL E 
(u, (M*k + z)/z)(B/zB), by (2.1.8), since the images of the x$ in R*/z are 
(M*k + z)/z-independent. Therefore, since .?(R*/z, (K + z)/z) E 
.R/(zR*[t,u]fT.l), by [16, Lemma1.11, it follows that HET;‘(HJ~ 
(u, M*k, z) B for each z E mAss R*, where 71, is the natural homomorphism 
B -+ B/zB. Therefore H G n {(u, IM*~, z) B; z E mAss R* } s ((u, M*k) B), , 
the last containment by [ 14, Lemma 4.41. But ((u, M*k) B), = (u, (M*k),) B, 
since u is an indeterminate and B is a polynomial ring over R*, so the 
images of the 2; in R* are (M*k),-independent, by (2.1.8). Therefore they 
are also Q*-independent, by (2.1.1) since (M*k)a E Q*, hence the 2; are q- 
independent, by (2.1.6). Since this holds for each q, where q is a P-primary 
component of (I”), with P E Ass A/(1”), , 2;) x’, ,..., 2; are (I”),-independent, 
by (2.1.5). Q.E.D. 
Proposition (2.4) shows that the desired characterization of sup? Z is valid 
when I is an ideal in a semi-local ring L such that L/(Rad L) is analytically 
unramified. Thus, in particular, it holds for ideals in the completion of any 
semi-local ring. 
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(2.4) PROPOSITION. Let L be a semi-local ring such that L/(Rad L) is 
analytically unramiJied. Then, for each ideal I in L, 
sup: Z= min{height(Z(L,)* + z)/z; P E Ass: I and z E mAss(L,)*}. 
Proof. Fix an ideal I in L and let n be large enough that Ass L/(Z”), = 
Ass: I and sup(I”), = sup: I. Then, choosing S = Ass: I, it follows 
immediately from (2.3) that sup: Z > m, where m= 
min(height(l(L,)* + z)/z; P E Ass? I and z E mAss(Lp)*}, since 
L/(Rad L) is locally analytically unramified, by hypothesis and [7, (36.8)]. 
To see that m > sup: I, it will first be shown that it suffices to prove: 
(2.4.1) If (R, M) is a local ring such that R/(Rad A) is analytically 
unramified, then sup: M Q minjdepth z; z E mAss R}. 
For this, fix P E Ass,” Z and z E mAss(L,)* such that height 
(z(L,)* + z)/z = m. Let Q be a minimal prime divisor of I(L,)* + z such 
that height Q/z = m and let n be large. Then if x1,..., xk are (I”),- 
independent, then their images under the natural homomorphisms in L,, in 
(LPI*. and in D = ((Lp)*)o are independent for the ideal generated in these 
rings by (I”),, by three applications of (2.1.7). Therefore they are (IV”),- 
independent, by (2.1. l), where N is the maximal ideal in D. Now D/(Rad D) 
is analytically unramified, by [7, (36.8)], since (L,)*/(Rad(L,)*) is, and 
depth ZD = altitude D/zD = height Q/z = m. Therefore, if (2.4.1) holds, then 
k < m for all large n, so sup: I ,< m. Thus it s&ices to show that (2.4.1) 
holds. 
For this, let d - 1 = min(depth z; z E mAss R}, let (0) = 0 qi be a normal 
primary decomposition of the zero ideal in R, where depth q1 = d - 1, and 
let z = Rad ql. Then, since z is minimal, there exists x E R, @ z, such that 
(0) : XR = q,. Now, with M the maximal ideal in R, it follows as in the proof 
of [ 13, Theorem l] that nn,o (M”), = Rad R, since R/(Rad R) is 
analytically unramified, so x 6? (M”), for all large n. Fix such an n and 
suppose that x1 ,..., xd are (M”),-independent. Then they are also analytically 
independent in R, by (2.1.2). Therefore a, x1 ,..., xd are analytically 
independent in U = R [u](~,~~, where u is an indeterminate. Now 
N = (M, u) U is the maximal ideal in U, so NU[x,/u,..., xdu] is a depth d 
prime ideal, by [ 10, Lemma 4.31, since u, x, ,..., xd are analytically 
independent in U. Therefore let p be a prime divisor of zero in U such that 
ZUGP. Then p: uU= p, since u is regular, so if pU[ l/u] n 
U[x,/u,..., udu] E NU[x,/u ,..., xJu], then u, x ,,..., xd are analytically 
independent in U/p, by [ 10, Remark 4.4(i)]. However, by [3], this implies 
that altitude U/p 2 d + 1, and we know that altitude U/p < altitude U/zU = 
depthzU=depthz+ 1 =d. Therefore pU[ l/u] n U[XI/U,..., x&J] 5z 
NUlx,/u ,..., xJu]. 
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Let x, ,...) X, be indeterminates, let B = R [u, Xr,..., X,], and let H be the 
kernel of the natural homomorhism from B onto 9, where 
.R = .R(R, (x, ,..., xd) R). Note that H c ((M”), , u) B G (h4, u) B, by (2.1.8), 
since the xi are (M”),-independent. Also, note that there exists a one-to-one 
correspondence between the prime divisors p* of H and the prime divisors p 
of (0) in U given by p* n U = p, since R [u] and B/H = 59 have the same 
total quotient ring. Therefore, since SS = U[tx, ,..., txd] = U[x,/u ,..., xd/u], 
where S = R [u] - (M, u) R [u], it follows from what was shown in the 
preceding paragraph that the prime divisors of H that correspond to the 
prime divisors of zero in U that contain ZU are not contained in (M, u) B. 
However, it follows from this that if p* is any prime divisor of H that is 
contained in (M, u) B, then x is in the p*-primary component of H, since the 
choice of x implies that x E Ker(R --) R,.J G Ker(B + Bps), hence 
x E HBm,uw Therefore, since H c (u, (M”),) B, it follows that 
x E HBW,“,B n R E (u, (~“)a) Bv,,u)B f? R = (M”),, and this contradicts the 
choice of x. Thus it follows that sup: M < d - 1, so (2.4.1) holds, and so 
m > sup,” I. Q.E.D. 
Part (2.4.1) will be considerably sharpened in (2.13). 
The next lemma is almost certainly known, but I could not find a 
reference for it, so it is explicitly stated and proved here, since it is needed 
for extending (2.4) to ideals in an arbitrary Noetherian ring. 
(2.5) LEMMA. Let A be a Noetherian ring, B a faithfullyflat A-algebra, 
and I an ideal in A. Then (IB), n A = (IA),. 
Proof: Let x E (ZB), n A. Then x E (IB), , so there exists n > 1 such that 
(x, I)” + ’ B = (x, ZB)” + ’ = ZB(x, ZB)” = (Z(x, I)“) B, the second equality by 
[8, Lemma 3, p. 1561, so (x, I)“” = (x, I)“+’ B n A = (Z(x, I)“) B n A = 
Z(x, I)“, by faithful flatness, hence x E I,, by [8, Lemma 3, p. 1561. 
Therefore the conclusion follows, since the opposite inclusion is clear. 
Q.E.D. 
(2.6) COROLLARY. Let (R, M) be a local ring and let x, ,..., x, in R such 
that their images under the natural homomorphism R -+ R*/z are a subset of 
a system of parameters for all z E mAss R*. Then, given k > 1, x’, , di,,..., 2: 
are (Mk),-independent for all large j. Therefore sup; M > m. 
Proof The proof of (2.3) showed that tii, x’,,..., x’, are (Zt4*k)a- 
independent for all large j. Therefore the first conclusion follows from (2.5) 
and (2.1.6), and the last statement follows from this and the definition, 
(2.2.3). Q.E.D. 
Proposition (2.7) shows a couple of useful facts concerning Ia-independent 
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elements and (II?),-independent elements, where I is an ideal in a Noetherian 
ring A and A c B satisfy the Theorem of Transition. 
(2.7) PROPOSITION. Let A s B be Noetherian rings that satisfy the 
Theorem of Transition and let I be an ideal in A. Then the following 
statements hold: 
(2.7.1) Elements x, ,..., x, in I, are I,-independent if and only if they 
are (IB),-independent. 
(2.7.2) If I’,,..., P, are prime ideals in A that contain I and Qi is a 
minimal prime divisor of P,B for i = l,..., g, then sup: IA, = sup: IB, , 
where S=A-UfP,. 
Proof. (2.7.1) If x ,,..., x, are IO-independent, then they are (IB),- 
independent, by (2.1.7) and (2.1. l), since I, B E (IB),. And, if x, ,..., x, in I, 
are (II?),-independent, then they are (IB), nA = IO-independent, by (2.5) 
and (2.1.6). 
(2.7.2) A, c B, satisfy the Theorem of Transition, by [7, (19.2) (2)], 
so it may be assumed to begin with that A, = R and B, = L are semi-local. 
Fix n large enough that sup: I = sup(P), and sup: IL = sup(I”L),. Then it 
follows immediately from (2.7.1) with I” in place of I that sup: I < sup: IL. 
For the opposite inequality, it will first be shown that it may be assumed 
that L/(Rad L) is analytically unramitied. For this, R is a subspace of L, by 
[7, (19.2)(3)], so it readily follows from [7, (17.7)], the one-to-one 
correspondence between open ideals in a local ring and its completion, and 
the definition of the Theorem of Transition, that R* 5 L* satisfy the 
Theorem of Transition. Also, R*/(Rad R*) and L*/(Rad L*) are 
analytically unramified, and R c R* and L _c L* satisfy the Theorem of 
Transition. Therefore, if the result holds for the case when C ED are semi- 
local rings that satisfy the Theorem of Transition and D/(Rad D) is 
analytically unramitied, then it follows that sup2 I = sup: IR* = sup: IL* 
and sup: IL = sup: IL*, so sup: I = sup: IL. Therefore it may be assumed 
that L/(Rad L) is analytically unramified. 
Let n large enough that sup: I = sup(P), , sup: IL = sup(I”L),, and 
Ass: IL = Ass L/(I”),. Let m = sup: IL. Then, by (2.4), it follows as in the 
first paragraph of the proof of (2.3) that there exist xi,..., x, in IL whose 
images in (Lp)*/z are a subset of a system of parameters in (Lp)*/z for all 
P E Ass: IL and for all z E mAss(L,)*. Then, since IL is generated by I, it 
is readily seen that these xh can be chosen in I. Also, it follows from (2.3) 
that 2; , x’, ,..., .x$, are (I”L),-independent for all large j, so they are (I”),- 
independent, by (2.7.1). Therefore the choice of n and m shows that 
sup: IL < sup,” I. Q.E.D. 
(2.8) Remark. The statements analogous to those of (2.7) for I- 
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independent elements are also true. That is, if A E B are Noetherian rings 
that satisfy the Theorem of Transition and if Z is an ideal in A, then: 
(2.8.1) Elements x, ,..., x, in Z are Z-independent if and only if they are 
ZB-independent. 
(2.8.2) If P, ,..., P, are prime ideals in A that contain Z and if Qi is a 
minimal prime divisor of P,B (i = l,..., g), then sup* IA, = supoo ZB,, where 
S=A-@Pi. 
Proof Statement (2.8.1) follows immediately from (2.1.6) and (2.1.7), 
and it readily follows from this that supm IA, ,< supoo ZB,, since As E B, 
satisfy the Theorem of Transition. And for this same reason, it suffices to 
prove the opposite inequality in the case As = R and B, = L are semi-local 
rings. For this case, the proof that supco Z > supm IL is similar to the proof 
of [2, Theorem 21 applied to IL, but pick the elements in Z, rather than in IL, 
and then use (2.8.1). Q.E.D. 
It follows from (2.4) and (2.7.2) that if Z is an ideal in a semi-local 
ring R, then sup: Z = min(height(Z(R$)* + z)/z; P* E Ass: ZR* and 
z E mAss(R$)*}, but this is not quite the characterization that is wanted. 
Proposition (2.10) will enable us to obtain the desired characterization, and 
the following lemma is needed to prove (2.10). 
(2.9) LEMMA. Let A and B be Noetherian rings such that B is a flat A- 
module and let P be a minimal prime divisor of (Z, z) B, where Z is an ideal 
in A and z is a prime divisor of zero in B. Then the following statements 
hold, where v, is the natural homomorphism from A into B: 
(2.9.1) PEAssmZB, p-‘(P)EAssmZ, andPEAssmq-‘(P)B. 
(2.9.2) If z E mAss B and B,/(Rad BP) is analytically unramified, 
then P E Ass: ZB, q-‘(P) E Ass: Z, and P is a prime divisor of (Z”),B for 
all large n. 
Proof (2.9.1) Since P is a minimal prime divisor of (Z, z) B, P is also a 
minimal prime divisor of (q-‘(P), z) B, so P E Assm ZB and 
P E Assw p-‘(P) B, by [5, Proposition 91. Therefore it follows from [7, 
(18.11)] that q’(P) E Assm Z, since B is a flat A-module. 
(2.9.2) If z E mAss B, then there exists x E B, & z such that 
(0) : XB = z’, where z’ is the z-primary component of zero in B. Then, if 
B,/(Rad BP) is analytically unramified, then it follows as in the proof of [ 13, 
Theorem l] that n,,,, (P”B,), = Rad B,. Therefore, since z 5 P, the choice 
of x implies that x & (P”B,), A B for all large II. Fix a large n. Then, if P is 
not a prime divisor of (Z”), B (resp., (Z’B),), then PB, is not a prime divisor 
of (p), B, (resp., (PB,), = (Z”B), Br). Therefore, if Q c P is a prime divisor 
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of (I”), B (resp., (Z”B),), then z G Q, since P is a minimal prime divisor of 
(Z, z) B, so the choice of x implies that x is in the Q-primary component of 
(Z”), B (rev., V”B),), since x E Ker(B -+ Bo). Therefore x E (Zn)aBp n B, 
(resp., (Z”B,), n B). However, these ideals are contained in (P”B,), n B, so 
x E (P”B,), r\ B, and this contradicts the choice of n. Therefore P is a prime 
divisor of (Z”),B and of (Z”B), for all large n, and so (p-‘(P) E Ass,” Z, by 
(7, (l&11)], and PE AsszZB. Q.E.D. 
Using (2.9.2), we can now prove the final result needed for establishing 
the desired characterization of sup,” I. 
(2.10) PROPOSITION. Let L be a complete semi-local ring, let J be the 
Jacobson radical of L, and let Z c J be an ideal in L. Then sup: I = 
min{height(Z + w)/w; w  E mAss L}. 
Proof. Let m = sup: Z and m’ = min(height(Z + w)/w; w  E mAss L }. 
Then it will first be shown that m Q m’. For this, there exist P E Ass: Z and 
z E mAss(L,)* such that height (Z(L,)* + z)/) = m, by (2.4). Let D = (Lp)*, 
let Q be a minimal prime divisor of ID + z such that height Q/Z = m, let q’ = 
QnL,, and let q=q’nL. Let w’=znL, and w=w’nL. Then clearly 
w  c q and z is a minimal prime divisor of w’D, so 17, (18.1 l)] shows that w’ 
is a minimal prime divisor of zero in L,, and so w  E mAss L. Let 
Qx = Q/w/D and rX = ZLp/w’ and note that D/w/D = (Lp/w’)* = ((L/w)~,,)* 
is analytically unramified and unmixed, by [6, Corollary, p. 591, so 
(D/w’D)*# is analytically unramified, by [7, (36.8)]. Also, Qx is a minimal 
prime divisor of (ID + z)/w’D = (I*(D/w’D) + (z/w’D)), so Qill is a prime 
divisor of (I#“), (D/w/D) for all large n and q//w’ = Q#n (Lp/w’) E Ass: r”, 
by (2.9.2). Therefore Q# is a prime divisor of (q’/w’)(D/w’D), by 17, 
(18.1 l)]. However, (Lp/w’)/(q’/w’) = Lp/q’ = (L/q),, is also unmixed and 
analytically unramified, by [6, Corollary, p. 591, so necessarily Q# is a 
minimal prime divisor of (q’/w’)(D/w’D). Therefore height Q#= height q’/w’, 
by [7, (22.9)], and height q//w’ = height q/w > height(Z + w)/w. But 
(D/w’D& is unmixed, by [6, Proposition 61, since D/w/D = (Lp/w’)* is, SO 
(D/w’D),# satisfies the first chain condition for prime ideals, by [7, (34.6)], 
and so m = height Q/z = height @/(z/w’D) = height Q#. Therefore m > 
height(Z + w)/w, so m > m’. 
To see that m < m’, let w  E mAss L and P E Spec L such that P is a 
minimal prime divisor of Z + w  and height P/w = m’. Then P E Ass: Z, by 
(2.9.2). Let D = (Lp)*, let P* = PD, and let w* be a minimal prime divisor 
of wD. Then clearly P* is a minimal prime divisor of ID + w* and 
w* E mAss D. Also, L/w is unmixed, since L is complete, so (L/w),, = 
L,/wL, is unmixed, by [6, Proposition 61, so depth w* = depth wD, since 
D/wD = (L,/wL,)*. Therefore m’ = height P/w = altitude L,/wL, = altitude 
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D/wD = altitude D/w* = height P*/p*’ > height(ZD + w*)/w*, and so 
m’ > m, by (2.4), since P E Ass: Z and w* E mAss D = mAss(L,)*. Q.E.D. 
(2.11) Remark. With ZEJ and L as in (2. lo), a proof similar to that of 
(2.10), but using [2, Theorem 21 and (2.9.1) in place of (2.4) and (2.9.2) 
respectively, shows that supm Z = min{height(Z + z)/z; z E Ass L}. 
Proposition (2.10) and Remark (2.11) will be extended in Theorem (3.1) 
to give an additional characterization of sup: Z and of supoo Z for all ideals Z 
in a Noetherian ring. 
We now give a characterization of sup: Z which is very closely related to 
Bruns’ characterization of supoo Z in [2, Theorem 21. 
(2.12) THEOREM. Let Z be an ideal in a Noetherian ring A. Then the 
following statements hold: 
(2.12.1) Let S be a finite subset of Spec A such that Z G P for all 
P E S and let m = min{height(Z(A,)* + z)/z; P E S and z E mAss(A,)*}. 
Then there exist x,,..., x, in Z whose images under the natural 
homomorphism A -+ (Ap)*/z are a subset of a system of parameters for all 
P E S and for all z E mAss(A,)*. Further, tfn is a given positive integer and 
Ass A/(1”), c S, then given any such elements x,, , the elements 9; , x$ ,..., 2; 
are (In),-independent for all large j. 
(2.12.2) Sup: Z = min(height(Z(A.)* + z)/z; P E Ass: Z and z E 
mAss(A,)*}. 
Proof. (2.12.1) The existence of such elements follows as in the first 
paragraph of the proof of (2.3). Therefore let n be a positive integer, assume 
that Ass A/(Z”), E S, and let X, ,.., x, be such elements. Fix a prime divisor 
P of (Z”),, let R = (Ap)*, fix a prime divisor Q of (Z”R), , and let w be a 
minimal prime ideal in L = (Ro)*. Let z = w n R, so z is a minimal prime 
ideal, and so the images of the x,, in R/z are a subset of a system of 
parameters, by hypothesis. However, R/z satisfies the first chain condition 
for prime ideals, by [7, (34.4)], so the images of the x,, generate an ideal of 
height m, by [ 11, Remark 2.6(ii)]. Therefore they generate an ideal of height 
m in RJzR, = (R/z)~,~, and so they generate an ideal of height m in L/IL = 
(R&&J*- But W&/z is unmixed, by [6, Proposition 61, so L/zL satisfies 
the first chain condition, by [7, (34.4)], and so the images of the x,, in L/w = 
(L/zL)/(w/zL) generate an ideal of height m; that is, they are a subset of a 
system of parameters. Since this holds for all Q E Ass R/(Z”R), and for all 
w E mAss(Rc)*, the images of x’, ,CX$ ,..., xi, in R are (Z”R),-independent for 
all large j, by (2.3). Therefore the images of the X’, in A, are (I’), A, = 
(PA,),-independent, by (2.5) and (2.1.6). Finally, since this holds for all 
P E Ass A/(Z”),, x’;, 2; ,..., 2; are (I”),-independent, by (2.1.6) and (2.1.5). 
(2.12.2) Let Ass.2 Z = {P ,,..., P,} and let m = min(height(Z(A,J* + z)/z; 
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i = l,..., g and z E mAss(Api)*}. Then, by (2.1.7), (2.7.2), and (2.10), 
sup: Z < min{sup,” ZApi; i = l,..., g} = min{sup,” Z(Api)*; i = l,..., g} = min 
{height(Z(A,i)* + z)/z; i = I,..., g and z E mAss(A,i)*} = m. But it follows 
immediately from (2.12.1) with S = Ass,” Z that sup,” Z > m, so (2.12.2) 
holds. Q.E.D. 
This section closes with the following two corollaries. 
(2.13) COROLLARY. Let q be an open ideal in a semi-local ring R. Then 
sup: q = min(depth z; z E mAss R*}. 
Proof. This is clear by (2.12.2). Q.E.D. 
When I first considered Z-independent elements, I thought it must be true 
that sup Z = sup Z, for all ideals Z in a Noetherian ring. However, this does 
not hold. For if (R, M) is a quasi-unmixed local domain which is not 
unmixed (for example, if R is as in [4, Proposition 3.3]), then sup(M”), = 
altitude R > sup M” for all large n, by (2.13) and [2, Corollary, p. 601. 
Corollary (3.9) gives a case when sup Z is equal to sup Z, for all ideals I. 
(2.14) COROLLARY. Zf Z is an ideal in a Noetherian ring A, then 
sup,” Z = sup: Z/(Rad A). Moreover, if the images of x, ,..., x, in A/(Rad A) 
are (Z”/(Rad A)),-independent, then x1 ,..., x, are (I”),-independent. 
Proof. Let - denote residue class modulo Rad A. Then 
sup: Z = min{height(Z(A,)* + z)/z; P E Ass: Z and z E mAss(Ap)*} and 
sup; I= min{ height(&zF)* + w)/ w; FE Ass,” I and w  E mAss(A,-)*}, by 
(2.12.2). But Ass: f= {p; P E Ass,” I}, since Rad A E (I”), for all n > 1, 
and (A,)*/(Rad A)(A,)* = (xF)*. Also, mAss(zF)* = {z*; z* = z + (Rad A) 
Pi->*, where z E mAss(Ap)*}, since (Rad A)(A,)* s Rad(A,)*, and then 
(Ap)*/z = (&)*/z*, and so it readily follows that sup: Z = sup: Z/(Rad A). 
The last statement follows from (2.1.6), since Rad A E (I”), for all n > 1. 
Q.E.D. 
Concerning (2.14), it should be noted that the corresponding result for 
supoo Z is false. For example, let (R, M) be a complete local ring which is 
quasi-unmixed but not unmixed (for example, let R be the completion of the 
ring in [4, Proposition 3.31). Then supm M = min{depth z; z E Ass R} < 
min(depth w; w  E Ass R/(Rad R)} = supa’ M/(Rad R), by [2, Corollary, 
p. 601. 
3. INDEPENDENT ELEMENTS AND QUASI-UNMIXEDNESS 
In this section, a new characterization of supco Z and another charac- 
terization of sup: Z are given in (3.1), and then a few applications of (2.12) 
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and (3.1) are given, among which are some characterizations of local quasi- 
unmixedness. We begin with the characterizations of supm Z and sup: I. 
(3.1) THEOREM. Let Z be an ideal in a Noetherian ring A, let S be a 
jkite subset of Spec A such that Z c P for all P E S, and let L = (A”)*, 
where U = A - U {P; P E S}. Then the following statements hold: 
(3.1.1) Zf Ass2 15 S, then sup: Z= min{height(ZL + w)/w; w  E 
mAss L}. 
(3.1.2) Zf ASS* ZE S, then supa’ Z= min{height(ZL + z)/z; z E Ass L}. 
Proof (3.1.1) If Ass: 15 S, then Ass: IA, = (PA.; P E Ass: I}, 
since (InAt,), = (Z”), A, for all n > 1, and (Ap)* = ((Ao),,J* for all 
P e Ass: Z, so it follows from (2.12.2) that sup,” Z = sup: IA,. And 
sup? IA, = sup,” IL, by (2.7.2) (with the Pi of (2.7.2) the maximal ideals in 
A”), so sup: Z= sup: IL = min{height(ZL + w)/w; w  E mAss L}, by (2.10). 
The proof of (3.1.2) is similar, but use [2, Theorem 21, (2.8.2), and (2.11) 
in place of (2.12.2), (2.7.2), and (2.10), respectively. Q.E.D. 
The following lemma will be used to derive an interesting corollary to 
(3.1). 
(3.2) LEMMA. Zf R is a semi-local ring such that mAss RX = Ass R”, 
then mAss(R,)* = Ass(R,)* for all P E Spec R. 
Proof: Let P E Spec R and let P* be a minimal prime divisor of PR*, so 
R, is a subspace of Rp*. . Also mAss Rp*, = Ass R$, since mAss R* = 
Ass R*, so it follows from [7, (lg. 1 I)] together with 16, Corollary, p. 591 
that mAss(R$)* = Ass(R$)*. Therefore, if z E Ass(R,)* and w  is a 
minimal prime divisor of z(R$)*, then height z = height w  and 
w  E Ass(R$)*, by [7, (22.9) and (18.1 I)] (as in the proof of (2.7.2) 
(Rp)* 5 (Rp**)* satisfy the Theorem of Transition), so necessarily height 
z = 0. Therefore mAss(R,)* = Ass(R,)*. Q.E.D. 
Corollary (3.3) and Remark (3.4) give two cases when supm Z= sup: Z 
for all ideals Z in a Noetherian ring A. A class of Noetherian rings for which 
sup Z = sup Z, holds for all ideals Z is given in (3.9). 
(3.3) COROLLARY. Let A be a Noetherian ring such that mAss(A,)* = 
Ass(A,)* for all maximal ideals M in A. Then for each ideal Z in A, 
supm z = sup: I. 
Proof Fix an ideal Z in A, let S = ASS~ ZU Ass: Z, and let L = (AU)*, 
where U = A - tJ (P; P E S}. Then it readily follows from the hypothesis 
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and (3.2) that mAss L = Ass L. Therefore supm Z = min{height(ZL + 2)/z; 
z E Ass L} = min(height(ZL + w)/w; w  E mAss L} = sup: Z, by (3.1). 
Q.E.D. 
(3.4) Remark. In regard to (3.3), supa’ Z= sup: Z for all ideals Z in A 
holds also when (A, M) is a local ring such that there exists a depth one 
z E mAss A* and M @ Ass A. For then, sup: Z = 1 = supa’ Z for all ideals Z 
in A such that height Z> 1, by (3.1), and it follows from the comment 
preceding (2.3) that sup: Z = 0 = sup” Z when height Z = 0. 
The next result shows that sup: Z and supmZ are determined by some 
minimal prime divisor of Z. 
(3.5) PROPOSITION. Zf Z is an ideal in a Noetherian ring A, then the 
following statements hold: 
(3.5.1) Sup,” Z = sup: P for some minimal prime divisor P of I. 
(3.5.2) Sup” Z = supm Q for some minimal prime divisor Q of I. 
Pro05 (3.5.1) Let m = sup: I, and by (2.12.2) let p E Ass: Z, 
Q E Spec(A,)*, and z E mAss(A,)* such that Q is a minimal prime divisor 
of Z(A,)* + z and height Q/z = m. Let P’ = Q n A. Then D = ((A,)*)CA -pCj 
is a flat A,,-module and QD # D, so D,, is a flat A,,-module. Also, height 
DodzD~o = height Q/Z = m, so sup: QDpD < m, by (2.13). Therefore 
sup; P’A,, < sup: P’D,, < m, by (2.1.7) and (2.1.1). Therefore 
sups P’ < m, by (2.1.7), so if P is a minimal prime divisor of Z such that 
PGP’, then supFP<m, by (2.1.1). But supFP>supFZ=m, by (2.1.1), 
so sup: P = m. 
The proof of (3.5.2) is similar, but use [2, Theorem 2] and [2, Corollary, 
p. 601 in place of (2.12.2) and (2.13), respectively. Q.E.D. 
(3.6) Remark. Note that it follows from (3.5) and (2.1.1) that if J is any 
ideal in A such that Z G J E P (resp., Z c J c Q), then sup: J = sup: Z (resp., 
supm J= supco I). In particular, this holds for J= Z + Rad A, J= Z,, and 
J=RadZ. 
We next give several characterizations of a locally quasi-unmixed 
Noetherian ring. Theorem (3.7) was suggested by [2, Corollary 11. 
(3.7) THEOREM. The following statements are equivalent for a 
Noetherian ring A: 
(3.7.1) Sup Z, = height Z for all ideals Z in A. 
(3.7.2) Sup,” I= height Z for all ideals Z in A. 
(3.7.3) Sup: M = height M for all maximal ideals M in A. 
(3.7.4) A is locally quasi-unmixed. 
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Proof: It is clear that (3.7.1) +‘(3.7.2) * (3.7.3), and (3.7.2) * (3.7.1), 
since sup: Z < sup Z, ( height Z, = height Z, by (2.1.1) and [ 181. 
If (3.7.3) holds, then A, is quasi-unmixed for all maximal ideals M in A, 
by (2.13), so (3.7.3) * (3.7.4), since R, is quasi-unmixed for each prime 
ideal P in a quasi-unmixed local ring R, by [9, Lemma 2.51. 
Finally, if (3.7.4) holds, then (Ap)* satisfies the first chain condition for 
prime ideals for each prime ideal P in A, by 17, (34.4)], and so 
height(Z(A,)* + z)/z > height I@,,)* = height IA, holds for all P E Ass: Z 
and for all z E mAss(A,)*. Therefore height Z= min{height(Z(A,)* + z)/z; 
P E Ass: Z and z E mAss(A,)* 1 = sup: Z, by (2.12.2), and so (3.7.4) 3 
(3.7.2.). Q.E.D. 
(3.8) Remark. In regard to (3.7), it is probably at least worth noting 
that (3.7.3) is equivalent to: sup: M = sup M for all maximal ideals M in A. 
This follows, since supM= sup MA, = height h4, since a system of 
parameters in a local ring are analytically independent, and hence they are 
M-independent. And in like manner it follows from (3.1.2) that A is locally 
unmixed if and only if supto M = sup M for all maximal ideals M in A, since 
a localization of an unmixed local ring is unmixed. 
(3.9) COROLLARY. Let A be a Noetherian ring. Then A is locally 
unmixed if and only if sup I, = sup: Z = supm Z = sup Z = height Z for all 
ideals Z in A. 
ProoJ A is locally unmixed if and only if height Z = sup Z= supco Z for 
all ideals Z in A, by [2, Corollary I]. And, if A is locally unmixed, then 
supa’ Z = sup: Z, by (3.3), and sup: Z ,< sup Z, ,< height Z always holds, by 
(2.1.1) and [2, Proposition 11. Q.E.D. 
Proposition (3.10) shows that it is possible to get some useful information 
on the depths of the prime divisors of zero in certain ring extensions by using 
Z-independent elements. 
(3.10) PROPOSITION. Let A E B be Noetherian rings that satisfy the 
Theorem of Transition, let P E Spec A, and let Q be a minimal prime divisor 
of PB. Then the following statements hold: 
(3.10.1) If z E Ass(A,)*, then there exists w E Ass(B,)* such that 
w n (Ap)* = z and depth w  = depth z. 
(3.10.2) Min{depth z; z E Ass(Ap)*} = min{depth w; w  E Ass(Bc)*}. 
(3.10.3) Min{depthz; z E mAss(A,)*} = min{depth w; 
w  E mAss(Bc)*}. 
Proof. (3.10.1) Let C =A, and D = B,. Then CS D satisfy the 
Theorem of Transition and C is a subspace of D, by [7, (19.2)(2) and (3)]. 
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Therefore it readily follows from the one-to-one correspondence between 
open ideals in a local ring and its completion and the definition of the 
Theorem of Transition that C* c_ D* satisfy the Theorem of Transition. Let 
z E Ass C*. Then C*/z c_ D*/zD* satisfy the Theorem of Transition, by [7, 
(19.2)(l)], so there exists a minimal prime divisor w  of zD* such that 
depth w  = depth z, since altitude C*/z = altitude D*/zD*, by [7, (22.9)], and 
wn C* = z, since D* is a flat C*-module. Finally, w  E Ass D*, by 17, 
(18.1 l)], since z E Ass C* and D* is a flat C*-module. 
(3.10.2) By [2, Corollary, p. 601, min{depth z; z E Ass@,)*} = 
supa’ PA, and min(depth W; w  E Ass(Bc)*} = supoo QB,. However, since 
PBQ is QBc-primary, it is clear that supa QB, = supm PB,, and 
supm PB, = supa’ PA,, by (2.8.2), since A, E B, satisfy the Theorem of 
Transition. 
(3.10.3) Sup,” PA, = sup: P(A,)* = minidepth z; z E mAss(Ap)*} 
and sup? QB, = sup: Q(B,)* = min{depth w; w  E mAss(BQ)*}, by (2.7.2) 
and (2.13). However, sup: QBa = sup:PB,, by (3.5.1), since PB, is QBQ- 
primary, and sup: PB, = sup: PA,, by (2.7.2), so (3.10.3) holds. Q.E.D. 
This paper closes with the following corollary to (3.10). 
(3.11) COROLLARY. With A, B, P, and Q as in (3.10), A, is unmixed 
(resp., quasi-unmixed) if and only if B, is. 
ProoJ This follows immediately from (3.10.2) (resp., (3.10.3)). Q.E.D. 
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